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We Need Help!
Yes we have sought out help from mentors
who have accomplished similar goals in other
gyms. And yes we are adhering to much of
the CrossFit affiliate playbook. But, truth be
told, if we are going to grow and meet our
vision, this is going to happen on the backs of
our members, coaches, and owners -- we are
the people who understand this community
and although we can get excellent advice
from someone who has done this before, the
ideas and actions that are really going to get
us to our goals will come from the people
that work out in this facility.

Our Vision:
We are the best resultsbased fitness facility in
the valley.
Our members set goals
and achieve them.
Our members feel like
this is the best place in
Virginia to workout.
The hour our members
spend with us is the best
hour of their day.
We are a strong
community of fitness
minded people who
cheer for each other and
help each other grow in
all pursuits.
We are a community
made up of individuals
who take care of each
other, take care of the
facilities, and contribute
to the successes of
everyone.

Help Us Make Our Gym Better

Our Mission and Vision Part Two
BY STEPHANIE AND ERIK
In last month's newsletter we shared the three main
focus areas of our Vision:
Results. There is no purpose in having a gym if your
members don't get results.
Community. This is a fundamental reason why we
exist and community helps us differentiate from
inferior fitness experiences.
150 members. This is a number that is large enough
to help us to be sustainable but small enough to still
properly focus on our Results and Community.

So How Do We Get There?
To be consistent with our ideas of community and
growing together, we think we will best accomplish
these tasks together. Starting this month we are
going to have a monthly focus area. Some months
the focus area will be a specific results oriented
goal, some months it will be a more business
oriented goal, and some months it will be a goal to
build our community.
This month's community focus goal is: 30+
participate in the White Elephant Gift Exchange on
December 10th at 6PM. Come have fun and bring a
gift that costs less than $25.

“The power
of
community
to create
health is
far greater
than any
physician,
clinic, or
hospital.”
MARK HYMAN
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We Have a New Banner!
WE WILL HANG IT UP THIS WEEK!

If you read the newsletter last month closely, you
may have noticed that our finances aren’t exactly
where we want them to be. In an effort to grow our
gym to where we think we should be, we reached out
to some industry leaders and business mentors.
Interestingly, most of them had the exact same
advice, which we have begun to implement and will
continue to apply to our business and community.
Everyone we talked to asked about our Vision. And
Vision is a fundamental piece in the new CrossFit
Affiliate Playbook.
We wanted our vision to truly represent not only our
needs and wants but also to reflect what you all need
and want. And thankfully many of you participated in
our survey and we got some excellent feedback. The
most repeated answers had something to do with
building and strengthening our community. We knew
this would be a fundamental part of our vision.
We shared our vision of strengthening our
community with one of the mentors. And he credited
growing their community as the reason his gym
thrived. When he first started, the gym was just a
gym. People got ok results, the coaches were pretty
good, and so people came back. But he knew they
could do more. He decided to grow the entire
community together and the act of growing the
community together is what ultimately made his gym
better.

“Alone
we can
do so
little.
Together
we can
do so
much.”
HELLEN KELLER
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We Have a New Banner continued
The owner's members took ownership in making
the gym a better place and he largely credits this
with why his members started having better
attendance and getting better results.
Erik actually got the banner idea from a story about
a high school principal who was trying to improve
his school’s culture. The principal hung a banner at
the front of the school that said something like,
“Help Make Your School A Better Place.” And it
worked. Teachers and students first started doing
things like holding doors open for people. Next
they were picking up trash left in the halls.
Eventually, there was no trash left in the halls
because the entire culture had bought in. Side
note, I can assure you that no trash in a high
school hallway is a significant achievement. But it
wasn’t just a cleaner school, they started having
higher achievement too. Test scores rose and the
sports teams even started winning more. The
principal had truly improved the entire learning
community.
We love the idea of growing our gym community to
be the best gym community in all of Virginia. And
we think this is achievable. We hope the banner
helps serve as a reminder of where we are heading.

“Find a
group of
people who
challenge
and inspire
you; spend
a lot of
time with
them, and
it will
change
your life.”
AMY POEHLER
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FOCUS!
December2021

WHITE ELEPHANT
December 10th at 6PM we will have a
white elephant gift exchange -- please
come, have fun, and help build our
community!
Gifts can be practical, funny, random or
whatever but should be under $25.

GOAL SETTING
The best way to achieve results is to
set goals and accomplish them!
Sign up for a quick goal setting review
and let us help you achieve them!
https://cfhsfbc.pushpress.com/open/su
bscribe/8fdr

GIFT OF FITNESS
CrossFit Harrisonburg Gift Cards make
wonderful gifts!
$50:
https://cfhsfbc.pushpress.com/open/pu
rchase/prd_51a4dfce32848d
$100:
https://cfhsfbc.pushpress.com/open/pu
rchase/prd_9add8b60f428cf

Community

FINANCIALS

We would love to have an excellent turnout at our White
Elephant event. Please try to attend: Friday December
10th at 6pm!
Also, please leave us a Google Review. It really helps
our presence.
Thank you!

Total Revenue:$12,868.91
Operating Expenses: 8021.90
Wages:$3484.
Equipment Fund: $8.00 (affiliate
kickback from Driven Nutrition)
Taxes Fund: $0 (we had a lot of tax
bills this month- over $1000 in taxes.
Profit:$1363 (which will go to CC
payoff)
We also had the CF Affiliate Fee due
Dec 3rd - $3000.00
Total Members: 62
New Members: 4 new CF members
(& 2 cancelled subscriptions)
Goal for December: 6 New Members

MEMBER
HIGHLIGHTS
Birthdays:
Scott Simons 12/1
Brielle Walker 12/5
Denise Shifflett 12/6
Shanna Allan 12/8
Katherine Garber 12/10
Blake Barnhill 12/22
Jason Randall 12/26
Dwayne Lam 12/31
Thanks to all who came out last month to
support our Wine & Wod event! It was a blast!

OWNER'S MESSAGE
BY STEPHANIE

You guys showed so much spirit this past month
with bringing in friends and showing up for the
Wine & Wod event - I had so much fun and we
had such a great turnout! I'd love to see that
kind of turnout again (even bigger!) for our
White Elephant party!
Be on the lookout for a 2022 Healthy Habits
Healthier YOU information to come out soon.
We will host a 4 week kick start "challenge" to
help anyone looking for some extra
accountability in the coming months.

WAYS YOU CAN HELP THE GYM:
Have you seen our Link Tree in Instagram?
We have links to Romwod & Driven Nutrition all things that give our equipment fund a small
kickback if you use them!

